
Literature Circle Role Sheet 

Connector 

Name:__________________________  Circle_______________________________ 

Meeting Date ____________________  Reading Assignment __________________ 

Book ______________________________________________________________________ 

Connector: Your job is to find connections between the book and you, and between the book 

and the wider world. Consider the list below when you make your connections. 

 Your own past experiences 

 Happenings at your school or in the community 

 Stories in the news 

 Similar events at other times and places 

 Other people or problems that you are reminded of 

 Between this book and other writings on the same topic or by the same author 

Some connections I made between this reading and my own experiences, the wider world, 

and other texts are: 

 

 

 

 


	Name: Mikayla Berry
	Circle: 6
	Meeting Date: May 28, 2019
	Reading Assignment: pg 320-400
	Book: All The Light We Cannot See
	and other texts are: - connection in the relationship between Werner and Volkheimer --> Big Hero 6 (Tadashi deeply cares for Hiro and wants him to succeed / sticks up for him in front of others for his ideas)- connection between von Rumpel and other terminally ill people --> many would do whatever they could to try and get better, no matter the cost (von Rumpel is desperate to find the stone and is camping out in Etienne and Marie's house to do)- connection between Werner and other men who experience war for the first time in their lives --> there have been accounts that afterwards they will see ghosts of the people they killed or saw dead and how it haunts them (Werner seeing the ghost of the little girl who was killed in the closet)- connection between Marie hiding in her attic, trying not to make a sound for several days and Anne Frank hiding in "The Annex" for 2 years --> Anne Frank entered her hiding place through the book case whereas Marie entered the attic through the wardrobe- connection between the French Resistance and the Hunger Games --> the French citizens of Saint-Malo fighting against the war/occupation of Germany and the people of District 13 fighting against the Capitol


